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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- A storm is
approaching lands of Eorzea, while the Taelos Empire is rising. The citizens of the Lands Between,
the weaklings that live in the shadows, prepare to face this storm that their land will encounter. In

the course of this confrontation, the country of Eorzea is being swept away. The world of Aciaro is in
danger, but it is the fervent hope of the ruler of the Lands Between that his country may yet survive.
Under the guise of a dark knight clad in black armor, the leader of the Lands Between, a man by the

name of Tarn, is fighting a “chosen” war to conquer the Lands Between with the help of sorcerers
and mercenaries of Taelos. However, the story of Tarn and the Lands Between is not the story of this

war alone. In fact, it is this war that has created the next storm, one where a representative of the
strongest party of Taelos, a brave and pure-hearted young girl, becomes engulfed in the conflict
between the wars of Tarn and her country. In this world, this girl by the name of Vivi is trying to
uncover the mysteries of the Lands Between. Despite the danger she faces, she searches for the

truth with her loyal loli-type friends, whose existence only she knows. But, can you even live in this
world? So please come along and join Tarn and Vivi on their journey as you become a part of the

story of the Lands Between! -~-~~-~~~-~~-~- Travel through the main story and battle your way
through the story of Aciaro together with Vivi! The world of Taelos has a shared world where people

from different nationalities can meet. Join a large number of players in this world and enjoy the
shared quests together! -~-~~-~~~-~~-~- Details about the system are listed below! •Online

Multiplayer With the online features, you can interact and collaborate with other players. •Offline
Single Player You can enjoy the story of Aciaro separately, without an internet connection. •Offline
Cooperative Play In the offline cooperative play, you can only play through the campaign with up to

3 players, but you can work together even if you are playing in parallel!

Features Key:
A Theme-Music-Incorporated Online Element

1. Online play means joining other players on the same server.
2. Online play allows you to form alliances or make enemies against other people online and
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cooperate with or attack them.
3. Playing with friends and seeing your friends play takes place online.
4. Online play is free, and you can freely form alliances or make enemies against your friends

online.

A Unique Multiplayer Mode. A dynamic time-limited scenario.
A Known-Death System that you can use to get a great sense of safety.

An Empire that Fears Hunger and Storms but that Lives for Wisdom and Nobility.
A Powerful New Weapon. All players must target the player wielding the most potent weapon, so you

don’t have to worry about being outgunned.
The Influence of you Online. In online play, your success is rated when you win matches, your

placement on servers is decided, and your matchmaking rate is continuously improved.

Key features:

A Vast World that is Different Every Time You Play • Open world. The world in Faith: Throne of the
Divine is a large open world map with a diverse array of terrain, landscapes, and dungeons.
A Myth-Unfolding Story of Lands Between • A Multilayered Story. A Mythology of a land of nobility
and strength is being one of the worlds of Faith: Throne of the Divine, a story that is gradually
unfolding due to your actions.
A Unique Online Play. The game features unrivaled online play elements in the form of the Horde
Mode, Battle Royal, and the Castle Siege battles.
A Unique Multiplayer Mode that Loosely Connects You to Others. Worlds like a Mushroom Forest or
the Black Ocean, the dark worlds of the world of Myth, are all present in each of the servers. Your
successes on one server are reflected on the other servers.
A Known-Death System that you can use to get a great sense of safety 
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“I feel that the effort Tarnished Studios and Portopia have invested into this title is well-taken, and it
is evident that there will be a lot of people who enjoy this game.” “Since many people know how the
story ends, there’s nothing to be done about that, but still, the writing is engaging and fun to
experience.” “The story itself is short, but what it does, it does well, and the very character-building
of the player is something we don’t see often.” “There are times where I had to shake my head and
say to myself, ‘this is a decent spin-off game.’” LOADS OF CONTENT More than 30 hours of gameplay
available in-game. The world of Elden exists for an eternity. A History of an Ever-Endless Conflict The
Elden King, a god-like being, gifted the Seven Dwarves of the labyrinth with seven rings of power to
sustain their eternal conflict with the world. Elden is a cruel land where life and death are subject to
arbitrary laws. Game Content Story ~ The Story of the Elden Ring ~ The City of Portopia, a city in the
Lands Between, Finds the Seven Dwarves of the labyrinth on a journey into the Everdawn Kingdom
Looming over them is a scheme of a great evil that seeks to destroy Portopia. The Elden Ring,
brought back to life by the sorcerer Herron Elric, will be a tool used to battle the evil. Choose a path
of fate. Create your own story. ~ The Mysterious Origin of the Seven Dwarves ~ I was compelled to
release an entire game for the realization of a dream that I had. The circle of life, the cycle of time,
has brought back to life the seven brothers of the Elden Ring. Each brother has different levels of
strength and have been given different skills, and these characteristics have been woven into the
game world. New Gameplay Features - Numerous Game Mechanics A variety of new and unique
game mechanics will be added to the existing action RPG. - Random Dungeon Generation The basic
components of the world have been dispersed in a randomized manner, allowing bff6bb2d33
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- Use your staff to use various action items, such as an attack, block, dodge, jump, and more -
Additional actions become available by equipping certain items - You need to learn new skills and
skills by performing certain actions - The player character you build will have unique skills specific to
him or her, such as passive skills and bonus attack - The enemies you face will also have their own
skills - Combining your skill with another character's skill will create a powerful combination - During
battle, it will become increasingly important to use certain items, such as potions, to increase your
party strength - Battle phase becomes a battle between two forces, and the timing of your actions
determines your victory RANKED MULTIPLAYER (online) - Ranked multiplayer is available in separate
modes such as day, night, and all night. This mode will start after completing a single-player game. -
Mission (PvP) mode is a mode where you play as bosses other players, or bosses other bosses other
players that rise through the ranks - Do you want to be a hero that protects the world? Then you can
play as a hero of the seven kingdoms and save the world from dark forces by playing as a fair player,
or fight alongside other players to become the strongest in the world - Do you want to dominate all
the kingdoms and become the best in all of the world? Then you can play as a strong player, or
compete against other players and become the best in the world ENJOY THE EXPLOSIVE AND
ATTRACTIVE ACTION ARENA. The wide range of action and spectacular animations that give the
game a unique style help to deliver the most realistic character experience. FEATURES • Action
games that put you in the middle of a massive world. A fantasy game born from a myth with various
worlds and environments. • Original story that lets you fully feel the presence of others. An epic
drama in which the various thoughts of the characters intersect. • A large field with a variety of
design to create an entirely new kind of experience. Based on the popular action RPG, fight with
courage and become the strongest! • Unique characters that you can customize and the variety of
story lines in the game create an entirely new character experience. • The diverse backgrounds and
special attacks of the characters create a variety of thrilling and exciting gameplay. • The variety of
action

What's new:

The Destiny RPG ~Metamorphic~.
Discover a Total Online Fantasy Experience in High Definition.

 

THE NEW FANTASY RPG THAT INSPIRES Prove the strength of
your body and sharpen your mind to transform into the
Mightiest Great Wulfen. • More than 20,000 Enemies in a
Multiverse An action-RPG with the challenge of the deadliest
enemies in the game world. • Meet Over 200 Characters Meet
almost 200 unique characters whose thoughts intertwine
throughout the story. • Escalate in Survival Mode and Fight for
Rewards Each level concludes with battle challenges where you
can fight using magical beasts called Onix. Successfully fight
your way to the top of the leaderboard, and collect rewards. •
The Gameshow of Survival Battle by necessity and play to
survive! A survival tactics game where you control a character
and fight to survive.
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※The game is not yet completed. The game is still being
developed. The game still lacks of game contents.

Play Experience: The Experience of the First Fantasy Action RPG
Next-gen
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